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To complete the upgrade, Paru needed fourteen (14) 10Gb optical transceivers to
connect the core switch to the edge switches. The cost of the OEM-branded optical
transceivers would have exceeded the fixed budget, so Paru turned to ProLabs, the
leading provider of compatibles for data centres and IT networking.
Initially, Paru was hesitant in using compatible optical transceivers with brand new HP
ProCurve switches, but the supplier assured him that the ProLabs optical transceivers
were 100 percent compatible, had a lifetime warranty and were significantly cheaper
than HP-branded transceivers. With those considerations, Paru decided to use ProLabs
transceivers. Once everything was installed and configured, there was not a single
glitch.
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With mobile and Internet usage increasing at a record pace, MTN faces an

“Even if I had the budget to buy the OEM branded transceivers, in hindsight I would
ongoing challenge: To continuously expand and improve its fibre optics network
have wasted money when ProLabs’ products did exactly the same job,” said Paru.

to stay ahead of bandwidth demand. To help facilitate this critical expansion,
MTN turned to a trusted partner, ProLabs.
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and IT networking, has been partnering with MTN since 2010.
MTN needed small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers that could provide
a stable link across digital subscriber line access multiplexers (DSLAM) with
minimum signal loss. The 10km and 40km optical SFPs necessary to expand the
network had to be compatible with MTN’s Huawei and Juniper core hardware,
including converters.
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